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Product Enhancements Ready
Responding to suggestions and inquiries from our Certified Partners, our R & D team has designed and
produced several new components that are routinely used in the day cab process as well as others that
compliment some of the after-market parts that we offer. These products are manufactured using composite
materials and utilize our design mandates that emphasize safety, strength, functionality, as well as fit and finish.
Our Peterbilt “fat boy” kits have been our most popular day cab conversion kits. The 5 ½ “stretch” affords the
driver more cab room. Our new 2 ½” version gives some additional cab room, but does not protrude much
beyond the normal back of cab. This modification is best suited for those applications where back of cab to axle
length is limited.
We now offer hood and side panels for the Pete 379 extended hood. These composite panels are resistant to
cracking and denting that are common to aluminum parts. Our composite front quarter fenders are also in
production. They are completely assembled including the liner. We are considering pre-painting some fenders.
Give us your thoughts please.
We have designed a replacement air ride suspension for the IHC “I” series conversions. We have also created a
series of parts to complete the T2000 conversion including end caps for the front fairing piece (to preserve the
steps), rocker panels, and a new air ride suspension.
The DPF relocation kit is complete and ready for the 2008 – 2010 ProStar with the Cummins ISX engine. New
custom exhaust piping along with heat shields and vertical mounting brackets offer a great opportunity to
relocate horizontal DPF to accommodate pusher axles or bodies.
Contact us for more information on these and other products under development or already in production. We
also welcome your suggestions for the production of other parts that may be too expensive or difficult to obtain.

by Bill Osman, Founder

I have recently pondered the matter of our government justifying raising taxes as “the cost of civilization”. This
smelled like a crock of crap, so I thought my investigation should start with a definition. Oh my, there are countless
books and resources, so hang on. I have been able to reduce the rhetoric to one word – RESPECT. True respect
cannot be bought. Respect can only be earned and is lost very easily. Our culture has implemented rules,
regulations, and laws. It has cultivated extravagant universities with brilliant professors and spent tens of billions of
dollars on entitlement programs. This has all been done on the backs of a diminishing number of taxpayers and look
where it has gotten us.
We imagine uncivilized cultures as having natives running around in G-strings throwing rocks and sticks at each
other. When watching the news lately, all that is missing is the G-strings. Our country is more closely resembling
an ungoverned jungle more and more everyday with the decline of many of our neighborhoods. Let’s look at what
has happened recently. Safety cones and signs have replaced common respect for the safety of our highway
workers. We now live in this world of insane regulations governing nearly all facets of our lives. Oh, the
government came up with the rules, but we the people, who idly and complacently cultivated our own special
interests, let it happen. Many in our society accept adultery, dishonesty, legalized drugs, and laziness, all of which
demonstrate a lack of self-respect. We embrace racial diversification, but in our nation’s perverse interests we have
accepted “radical“ cultures and just look where we are now.
We need to be bold in embracing the same agenda as our Founding Fathers. We need to first respect the one true
God. Now don’t think I am getting off track. It’s the faith in the one creator God that is declining if not being
completely ignored at times. We have all made foolish mistakes and probably consider ourselves wiser in some
respect. But the time has come when we must stand up for our faith and cultivate pristine ethics such as honesty
and respect for ourselves and others. I may have missed something important, so let me know by calling
(605-274-0444) or emailing to bill@customdaycab.com. May God bless you and your family.

ProStar Bunk Completed
in the 24 Inch Stretch
Conversion
The Prairie Tech design team has completed the installation of a
small bunk in the 24” legal berth stretch conversion for the
ProStar. The bunk option provides customers with the opportunity
to use the space to satisfy the hours of service regulation requiring
rest time between certain hours behind the wheel or in the cab. The stretch conversion can alternatively
accommodate added storage space for those who may need extra room for equipment or other work or personal
items.
A significant number of standard 6 inch stretch ProStar conversions have been completed in the Prairie Tech shop
as well as at several Certified Partner sites. The 24” option has seen limited release due to the lack of interior parts
which are now available and in production. For more information on this exciting new kit, please give us a call at
605-274-0444 or check the web site at www.customdaycab.com for photos.

Custom Conversions

Prairie Tech Meeting with
Safety Officials
In an effort to be proactive as it relates to safety standards and regulations, we have developed a presentation
directed to governmental officials and other decision makers who are involved in the routine and annual inspections
of Class 8 trucks. We made our first presentation in Canada several weeks ago stressing the importance of the
structural integrity of the cab and other safeguards built into the Prairie Tech day cab conversion kits. The
information was well received and created an avenue for future dialogue and interaction.
Following that meeting, we developed a door frame identification tag that clearly delineates the conversion as
having a Prairie Technology kit. The tag includes a reconfiguration number, the identity of the company completing
the conversion, and the date it was done. There is also a place for the paint code/color for future paint touch up.
We anticipate that the industry may adopt more stringent inspection protocol in the future to prevent structurally
inadequate and poorly installed conversions from operating on public roads. We are cautiously optimistic that as
regulatory decision makers become aware of the design and manufacturing care that goes into our kit construction,
the Prairie Tech reconfigured day cab will be favorably received when new standards are implemented. It is equally
important that the company doing the work is properly trained and certified to complete the conversions. If you have
any questions or want to explore certification or other training, please feel free to contact us at 605-274-0444.

Prairie Tech Continues
Custom Projects
With several major custom truck projects completed
over the last couple of years, Prairie Tech has drawn
the attention of individuals and companies
who are looking for specialized cab and chassis
customization. These opportunities are considered
by our staff based upon available resources, time
constraints, and if the project falls within the scope
of expertise that we have or hope to acquire.
We just completed an F750 for ourselves with
a dramatic new look. The truck features Cat power
and an Allison automatic transmission. The original
cab was replaced with a King Ranch crew cab. A Peterbilt low leaf with ping tank gives the truck a
comfortable ride. This truck should give us better service pulling trailers than our smaller 1 tons. The paint
matches Bill’s Carbon Cub airplane.
Another customer approached us recently with a request to dramatically modify the front of the cab on a new
medium duty truck. The project requires the front frame to be extended, the axle set forward, new radiator and
coolers, spring replacement, and other under the hood modifications. A custom hood will be installed
transforming a an International 7600 into a crew cab Harley Davidson Edition Lonestar.
Let us know if you are looking for someone who can customize or “trick out” your truck. We encourage creative
thinking and enjoy a design challenge.

Top Gun Tips from Maverick”
By Josh Larson, Shop Foreman

SAFETY! This is probably the single most important element that we all need to watch in our shops. Tools and
truck body parts can be repaired or replaced, but human accidents can result in serious injury or even death.
Power tools that we use every day to do our jobs make us much more efficient but pose serious safety issues.
The use of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) should be used by anyone operating power tools or working
in the immediate vicinity. Safety glasses and protective gloves are must. Fiberglass, adhesive dust and other
debris are released into the air during conversions which are very harmful to your respiratory system. A
simple Particulate Respirator is a quick and inexpensive solution to the problem.
Often overlooked is the high decibel level in most shops. We use disposable ear plugs as opposed to the more
bulky ear muff that can catch or transmit vibrations. Long term exposure to high noise levels can damage the
auditory system and cause impaired hearing.
If you are looking for information regarding any type of PPE, please give me a call and we can ship some to you
or put you in touch with a supplier. As always, we are looking for your tips and experiences that you may be
willing to share with all of us.

